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Provisional Voter Checklist
VOTER–

Completes the information requested on the yellow
envelope

PEO-

CHECK THAT ENVELOPE IS ACCURATE
AND COMPLETE

PEO-

WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS OF
PROVISIONAL VOTER ON THE YELLOW
PAGES

VOTER-

Signs where the PEO has added name and address to
the yellow pages

PEO-

GET BALLOT FOR THE PREC. “WHERE
THEY LIVE” On upper right of env. IF NOT ALREADY THERE
WRITE PREC # (example: 060, 440.1)
WRITE BALLOT STUB# (example: 0002)
GIVE VOTER THEIR BALLOT AND
COMPLETED YELLOW ENVELOPE

VOTER-

Vote the paper ballot, seal in the yellow envelope,
and drop in the ballot box.

PEO-

GIVE YELLOW SLIP FROM PAD WITH
HOTLINE PHONE NUMBER AND “I VOTED
STICKER”

Sample Provisional List Page for Voter Sign-In

Provisional Ballot Envelope Sample
Voter MUST complete the information with an Exclamation Point (!)
PEO must complete the information with an asterisks (*)
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Paper Ballots and Split Precincts
A split precinct is when a precinct is comprised of more than one school district or other
subdivision (e.g. more than one township, etc.) .
 If the precinct does not have any splits the precinct number ends in zero (such as #146.0).
 If the precinct does have splits the precinct number will end in a number other than zero

(such as #653.2).
The Election Official must reference the voter’s split when providing a Paper Ballot, Provisional
or Curbside voter with their ballot to ensure that the voter gets the proper ballot style.

An example of a split precinct is #653 which has two splits:


Precinct #653.1 is Rossford School District and



Precinct #653.2 is Lake School District

For our paper ballot voters it is very important that the voter is given the correct precinct and
ballot style (split) so the voter is voting for the candidates and issues they are eligible to vote on.

 From the Pollpad, record the precinct number and split on the envelope (provisional and
curbside) or on a piece of paper.
This is the

This is the
split or if zero,
no splits.

 Go to the paper ballot supply and find the corresponding ballot.
 Provide the voter with the correct paper ballot.
If a voter begins voting and realizes that they have been given the wrong ballot an Election
Official will have to reissue the voter a ballot with the correct ballot style.
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